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Product features

The heat exchanger fins adopt high-efficiency anti-corrosive hydrophilic coating aluminum fins. The 
hydrophilic membrane can effectively improve the hydrophilicity of the fins, so that the condensed 
water is evenly distributed on the fins, to avoid the "bridging" of the condensed water and reduce the air 
capacity and heat exchange efficiency of the FCU. At the same time, the hydrophilic membrane can 
effectively inhibit fin corrosion.

The single-phase three-speed permanent-magnet motor is an important power driving component of 
the unit. The motor shaft is chrome-plated and anti-corrosion treatment on the surface to prevent rust 
and wear. It is equipped with high-precision permanent oil-lubricated rolling bearings to ensure the 
highest efficiency and ultra-low noise. The motor is equipped with an overheat protector to fully protect 
the motor from any damage.

TECKA FCU adopts the international advanced manufacturing technology, with the characteristics of 
high efficiency, energy saving, health, environmental protection, etc., and has a variety of types for 
options. The excellent design and performance make TECKA FCU widely used in various buildings.

The double air inlet type centrifugal galvanized steel fan wheel was tested strictly for strict dynamic and 
static balance. It equipped with a volute that meets aerodynamic performance, and the air inlet is 
equipped with an air guide ring, so that the airflow is zero loss into the impeller, ensuring high efficiency 
and low noise of the FCU.

The FCU adopts an intermediate streamlined tuyere design with low noise, higher heat exchange 
efficiency, and avoid local eddies. At the same time, the middle air outlet design effectively saves the 
ceiling space and is convenient for installation and maintenance.

The FCU adopts a high-quality brushless DC motor, high efficiency, low noise, convenient for speed 
control, good reliability, compact structure, environmental protection, and reliable.

Each FCU has passed the 2.5MPa high-pressure nitrogen leak detection and the strict pressure-
tightness test. The FCU design working pressure is 1.6MPa to ensure that the unit does not leak.

The water tray adopts one-time stretch molding design, and the surface is sprayed with plastic 
treatment, which is high strength, no leakage, and strong corrosion resistance. It is designed with a 
dedicated drainage slope, which is convenient for the drainage and reduces the bacteria and corrosion. 
The bottom of the water tray adopts a dedicated process to form the insulation material, and the 
insulation material is closer to the water tray surface to prevent the secondary condensation.

The extended water tray design can avoid the objects under the coil are contaminated due to the 
leakage of the pipeline valve or the condensation of the metal hose.
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The water tray and coil of the FCU adopt the special installation instead of the side installation, it avoids 
the water condensation on the screw caused by the side installation.

The FCU was tested strictly for operation, pressure, and insulation tests before delivering. The motor 
wire connection terminals are all placed in an electrical box to ensure safer operation of the FCU.

As an option, the integrated FCU with thermostat and electric two-way valve is available for choice.

Adopt DC brushless motor, with step-less speed regulation control, and the comprehensive power 
saving is more than 50%.
Adopt low-noise and streamlined tuyere design, the FCU was tested one by one for balance to ensure 
the ultimate silence.
The FCU adopts hydrophilic membrane fins to reduces air resistance, improves heat exchange 
efficiency, and improves the anti-corrosion performance of the fins.
Lengthened anti-overflow tray, which is integrally molded.
Adopt integrated structure and functional design, equipped with electric valves, water filters, 
temperature sensors, and other accessories.
Adopt communicable intelligent controller to realize step-less adjustment of air capacity and automatic 
temperature control.

2-tube FCU
The TECKA FP series FCU product is manufactured according to national standards, it’s including Horizontal concealed FCU 
(WA), Horizontal surface mounted FCU (WM). Vertical concealed FCU (LA), Vertical surface mounted FCU (LM), Vertical and 
horizontal  surface mounted general FCU (L1), and Cassette FCU (K1, K2, K3). The FCU air capacity range is 340-2380m3/h, 
the and cooling capacity is 2.015-12.8kW, and the outlet static pressure is 12Pa, 30Pa, 50Pa to meet the customers' all-round 
requirements.

Model name:

1. TECKA fan coil unit (FCU): FP, FP-Y

2. Motor type: DC, AC

3. FCU code: EA

4. FCU model: 034, 051, 068, 085, 102, 136, 170, 204, 238

5. Structure type: WA, LA, WM, LM, K1, K2, K3, L1

6. Return air method: 00, 01, 02, 03, 04

7. Air outlet direction: S, Q , X, F

8. Water inlet direction: Z, Y

9. Controller: T0, T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8,

  T9, Ta, Tb, Tc, Td

10. Outlet static pressure: 00, 12, 30, 50

1. FP: TECKA standard FCU      FP-Y: TECKA F type FCU

2. Motor type: DC brushless motor (only for WA series)      AC motor

3. FCU code: EA 2-tube FCU

4. FCU model: 034, 051, 068, 085, 102, 136, 170, 204, 238

5. Structure type: Horizontal concealed FCU (WA), Vertical concealed FCU (LA), Horizontal surface mounted FCU (WM),
Vertical surface mounted FCU (LM), Cassette FCU ordinary type (K1), 
Cassette FCU luxury type with remote control (K2), Cassette FCU ultra-thin type with remote control 
(K3), Vertical and horizontal mutual use type surface mounted FCU with remote control (L1).

6. Return air box: 00 Without return air box, 01 Return air box at the bottom without filter,
02 Return air box at back without filter, 03 Return air box at the bottom with filter, 
04 Return air box at back with filter. (For the series LA, WM, LM, K1, K2, K3, L1 can only select 00)

7. Air outlet direction: Q Air outlet in the front (horizontal FCU only), S Air outlet at the top (vertical FCU only),
 X Air outlet at the oblique (vertical only), F Air outlet at four directions (cassette FCU only).

8. Water inlet direction: Z Water inlet on the left, Y Water inlet on the right
(Left and right type confirmation method: facing the air outlet, the FCU is left type if inlet and outlet 
pipes are on the left, and the FCU is right type if the pipes are on the right)

9. Controller: T0 is not equipped with any control
T1 with TE107 controller
T2 with TE107 controller and electric two-way valve
T3 with TE108 controller
T4 with TE108 controller and electric two-way valve
T5 with TE108 controller (with remote control) and electric two-way valve
T6 with TE108 controller and electric three-way valve
T7 with TE108 controller (with remote control) and electric three-way valve
T8 with electric two-way valve
T9 with electric three-way valve
TA with dedicated control system (without two-way valve and three-way valve)
Tb with dedicated control system and electric two-way valve
Tc with dedicated control system and electric three-way valve
TD DC brushless motor step-less speed control (for DC brushless motor)
TE Iintegrated AC motor three-speed control (for FP-Y series)
TF Integrated DC brushless motor step-less speed control (for FP-Y Series)
TG Integrated DC brushless motor three-speed control (for FP-Y series)
(See the brochure page 18, controller configuration instructions)

10. Outlet static pressure (PA): 00, 12, 30, 50
(WM, LM, K1, K2, K3, L1 coil outlet static pressure select 00), (WA, LA coil outlet static pressure select 12, 30, 50)
(The static pressure is the measured value when the FCU is not equipped with a return air box and a filter)

For example: FP-Y-DC-EA085WA00QZTg12
Means: TECKA integrated DC brushless 2-tube FCU with the air capacity of 850m3/h, which is horizontal concealed left 
type without return air duct, the unit outlet static pressure is 12Pa, and comes with three-speed control.

Model instructions



 Performance parameters

Vertical FCU, Horizontal FCU
Cassette FCU - Ordinary 2-tube type with air outlet at four directions 
(K1 cassette FCU ordinary type, K2 cassette FCU luxury type with remote control)

Item
Model Model

Item

Air 
capacity
(m3/h)

Air 
capacity
(m3/h)

High load

Medium 
load

Low load

High 
load

Medium 
load
Low 
load

Cooling capacity (W)

Heating capacity (W)

AC 
motor 
input 
power

DC 
brushless 

motor 
input 
power

Noise

Power

Heat 
exchanger

Water resistance (kPa)  

Water resistance for 
integrated type (kPa)

220V/1ph/50Hz

Structure 

Working 
pressure
Inlet/outlet 
water pipe

Water 
capacity

Double flanging hydrophilic membrane fins string copper tubes,  mechanical expansion and integration.

 ZG3/4" (DN20 internal thread)

Cooling 
capacity (kW)

Water 
capacity 

Water 
resistance
Heating 

capacity (kW)

Input power  (W)

Noise  dB(A)

Power

FCU 
dimensions

Panel 
dimensions

Working pressure 
(MPa)

Inlet/outlet water pipe

Drain pipe 
(Outer diameter)

Weight (kg) 

 220V/1ph/50Hz

 ZG3/4" (DN20 internal thread)

Note:
1. Cooling capacity test conditions: dry bulb temperature 27°C, wet bulb temperature 19.5°C; inlet water temperature 7°C, return
water temperature 12°C
2. Heating capacity test conditions: dry bulb temperature 21°C, hot water inlet temperature 60°C.
3. The static pressure is the measured value when the FCU is not equipped with a return air box and a filter.

Note:
1. The air capacity is the value when the external static pressure is 0Pa.
2. Cooling capacity conditions: dry bulb temperature 27°C, wet bulb temperature 19.5°C; inlet water temperature 7°C, outlet
water temperature 12°C.
3. Heating capacity conditions: dry bulb temperature 21°C, inlet water temperature 60°C.
4. The noise value is measured at a position 1 meter away from each surface of the FCU in the anechoic room.

High 
load

kg/h

High

kPa

(W)

(W)

 dB(A)



Cassette FCU 2-tube ultra-thin type with air outlet at four directions (K3) Vertical and horizontal mutual use type 

Item 
Model Model

Item 

Air 
capacity 

m3/h

Cooling 
capacity (kW)

Water 
capacity
Water 

resistant
Heating 

capacity (kW)

Input power  (W)

Noise  dB(A)

Power

FCU 
dimensions

Panel 
dimensions

Working pressure  
MPa 

Inlet/outlet water pipe

Drain pipe 
(Outer diameter)

Weight (Kg) 

ZG3/4"  (DN20 internal thread)

220V/1ph/50Hz

High 
load

High 
load

Low 
load

kg/h

kPa

High

Medium 
load

Circulation air capacity 
m3/h

Cooling capacity (W)

Heating capacity (W)

Input power (W)

Noise  dB(A)

Power

Control method

Circulation water 
capacity (kg/h) 

 Water resistance 
(kPa)

Inlet/outlet water pipe

Dimensions 
(mm) 

Net  

Package 

Weight (kg)  

 220V/1ph/50Hz

Remote control or X-by-Wire

ZG3/4" (DN20 internal thread)

Note:

1. The air capacity is the value when the external static pressure is 0Pa.
2. Cooling capacity conditions: dry bulb temperature 27°C, wet bulb temperature 19.5°C; inlet water temperature 7°C, outlet
water temperature 12°C.
3. Heating capacity conditions: dry bulb temperature 21°C, inlet water temperature 60°C.
4. The noise value is measured at a position 1 meter away from each surface of the FCU in the anechoic room.

Note:
1. The air capacity is the value when the external static pressure is 0Pa.
2. Cooling capacity conditions: dry bulb temperature 27°C, wet bulb temperature 19.5°C, inlet water temperature 7°C, outlet
water temperature 12°C.
3. Heating capacity conditions: dry bulb temperature 21°C, inlet water temperature 60°C.



Total 
heat

Sensible 
heat

Sensible 
heat

Sensible 
heat

Sensible 
heat

Sensible 
heat

Sensible 
heat

Total 
heat

Total 
heat

Total 
heat

Total 
heat

Total 
heat

Vertical FCU, Horizontal FCU Vertical FCU, Horizontal FCU

Air inlet:  dry bulb temperature 27°C, wet bulb temperature 19.5°C. Air inlet:  dry bulb temperature 21°C

 Inlet water temperature °C Inlet water temperature °C

Model
ModelWater 

capacity 
kg/h

Water 
capacity 

kg/h

Cooling capacity in off-design condition Heating capacity in off-design condition



Correction coefficient of off-design condition

Vertical FCU, Horizontal FCU

Correction coefficient of cooling capacity in off-design condition

Correction coefficient of heating capacity in off-design condition

Correction coefficient of the heating capacity at medium load and low load  

Correction coefficient of the cooling capacity at medium load and low load  

Dry bulb 
temp

Dimensions drawing

Horizontal concealed FCU

Wet bulb 
temp

Total 
heat

Sensible 
heat

Total 
heat

Sensible 
heat

Sensible 
heat

Sensible 
heat

Sensible 
heat

Sensible 
heat

Sensible 
heat

Total 
heat

Total 
heat

Total 
heat

Total 
heat

Total 
heat

Dry bulb temp
Correction 
coefficient

Total heat

Total heat

Sensible 
heat

Sensible 
heat

Model

Model

Medium load

Low load

Low load

Medium load

ZG3/4" external thread condensate water pipe

ZG3/4" internal thread return water pipe

ZG3/4" internal thread inlet water pipe

 Wire 
connection 

box

Air 
release 
valve

Air returned at the bottom

Air returned 
at the back

Model
Item

A

B

C

D

E

Wight (kg)

Note: The dimensions of the air outlet is B*134, and the dimensions of the air outlet is D*194.



Horizontal surface-mounted FCU Vertical concealed FCU

ZG3/4" internal thread return water pipe

ZG3/4" internal thread inlet water pipe

ZG3/4" external thread condensate water pipe

Model

Item

A

B

C

D

Weight (kg)

Note: The connection direction of the FCU's inlet and outlet pipes and condensate pipe is on the air inlet side of the unit.

Vertical concealed FCU with air outlet at the oblique

Vertical concealed FCU with air outlet in the top

ZG3/4" internal thread return water pipe

ZG3/4" internal thread return water pipe

ZG3/4" internal thread inlet water pipe

ZG3/4" internal thread inlet water pipe

3/4" condensate water pipe

3/4" condensate water pipe

Item
Model

A

B

2-ZGDn

Weight (kg)

ZG3/4" (internal thread)



Vertical surface-mounted FCU

Vertical surface-mounted FCU with air outlet in the top

ZG3/4" internal thread return water pipe

ZG3/4" internal thread inlet water pipe

ZG3/4" internal thread return water pipe

ZG3/4" internal thread inlet water pipe

 3/4" condensate water pipe

Model
Item

A

B 

2-ZGDn

Weight (kg)

ZG3/4" (internal thread)

Cassette FCU 

 K1, K2 series

Model
Item

Note: 
1. The ordinary/luxury FCU condensate is discharged by self-flow, and the condensate pipe should be arranged with slope.
2. The difference between ordinary type and luxury type unit: luxury type with remote control, ordinary type without control system.

K3 series
Model

Item

Item
Model

Note: 
The K3 series ultra-thin FCU (with remote control) is equipped with an automatic 
drainage pump, which can automatically remove condensate under pressure.

Vertical surface-mounted FCU with air outlet at the oblique



Integrated FCU

Controller configuration instructions

No. Control 
code Control method

Accessories

Thermostat Promote 
control

Electric 
valve

WA, WM, 
LA, K1 LM K2, K3 L1, L2

Applicable unit 

No

Knob thermostat

Knob thermostat and electric 
two-way valve

LCD thermostat

LCD thermostat and electric 
two-way valve

LCD thermostat (with promote 
control) and electric two-way 

valve

LCD thermostat and electric 
three-way valve

LCD thermostat (with promote 
control) and electric three-way 

valve

Electric two-way valve

Electric three-way valve

Dedicated control system

Dedicated control system (with 
electric two-way valve)

Dedicated control system (with 
electric three-way valve)

DC brushless step-less load 
control motor

Integrated AC motor control

Integrated AC brushless motor 
control

Integrated DC brushless motor 
control

Three speed 
regulation

Step-less speed 
regulation

Three speed 
regulation

Step-less speed 
controller

Dedicated controller 
and remote control

Dedicated controller 
and remote control

Dedicated controller 
and remote control

TE107DB

TE107DB

TE108DB-RT

TE108DB-RT

TE108DB-RT 
(with remote 

control)

TE108DB-RT

TE108DB-RT 
(with remote 

control)

FP-051~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

TE-YK02

TE-YK02

TE-G2-3/4-S2

TE-G2-3/4-S2

TE-G2-3/4-S2

TE-G2-3/4-S2

TE-G2-3/4-S2

TE-G2-3/4-S2

TE-G2-3/4-S2

TE-G2-3/4-S2

TE-G2-3/4-S2

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

FP-034~238

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

T9

Ta

Tb

Tc

Td

Te

Tf

Tg

T0

Model
Item

A

B

C

D

E

Weight (kg)

Note: 
1. The size of the outlet air tuyere is B * 134. For the FCU with return air box, the size of the air outlet tuyere is D * 194. The
above dimensions unit is mm.
2. The weights in the table are the FCU weight without return air box.

Note: The space in the table means the control type is not applicable. The control type Te, Tf, Tg are only applicable to WA 
series integrated FCU.

Electric 
two-way 

valve

ZG3/4" internal thread return water pipe

ZG3/4" internal thread inlet water pipe 
ZG3/4" external thread condensate water pipe

Air returned 
at the back

Air returned 
at the bottom

Air release valve



T0 Electrical wiring diagram T1, T2, T3 Electrical wiring diagram

T4, T5, T6, T7 Electrical wiring diagram  T8, T9 Electrical wiring diagram

 Ta, Tb, Tc Electrical wiring diagram Te,  Tf, Tg  Electrical wiring diagram

The wiring in the dotted frame should be finished by 
the user at the working site.

H

M

Lo

N

Ea

Em

Motor

Live Neutral

Motor

Motor Motor

Motor

Live  Neutral
AC 220V 50Hz

The electric valve of T1 controller should be prepared by 
the user, T2 T3 controller unit comes with electric valve.

Lw
H
M
Lo
N

Em
V

Earthing Earthing

Electrical valve

Lw
H
M
Lo
N
V

Earthing

Live line and neutral line are the inlet  wires of 
customers’ power. 

Note: "H" is high, "M" is medium, "Lo" is low, "Lw" is live, "N" is neutral, "Ea" is earth, "Em" is empty, "V" is valve.

The wiring in the dotted frame should be finished by the 
user at the working site.

The wiring in the dotted frame should be finished. The 
electric valve of Ta controller should be prepared by the 
user, Tb and Tc controller unit comes with electric valve.

H

M

Lo

N

Ea

V

Lw

N

Ea

V

Lw
H
M
Lo
N
V

AC 220V 50Hz

Live  Neutral
AC 220V 50Hz

Live Neutral
AC 220V 50Hz

Live  Neutral
AC 220V 50Hz

Live  N
eutral

AC
 220V 50H

z

Electrical valve

Electrical valve
Electrical valve

Earthing

Controller instructions

TE107 series thermostat instructions

TE107 series TECKA FCU dedicated controllers are suitable for temperature control in industrial, 
commercial, and civil buildings. The controller adjusts the working state of the fan coil, electric valve, and 
electric ball valve at the end of the air conditioning system to control the indoor temperature according to 
the comparison of the ambient temperature and the set temperature.

TE107 series thermostat adopts electronic control technology, it’s easy to use and operate. By turning the 
temperature knob, you can set the required indoor temperature, and manually select the cooling, heating 
work mode, and manually select the fan load (high, medium, low).

Model and main function instructions
TE107DB: It is suitable for 2-tube FCU. It controls the electric valves (two-way valves or three-way valves) and three-load fans. 
When the temperature reaches the set value,  the electric valves and fans will be auto-off.

TE107FCV2: It is suitable for 4-tube FCU. It controls the cooling/heating electric valve (two-way valve or three-way valve) and 
three-load fans. When the temperature reaches the set value, the electric valves will be auto-off, and the fan continues to work.

Technical index
Temperature sensing element: NTC

Temperature sensing element: NTC

Voltage: AC  220V±10%, 50Hz

Temperature control accuracy: ±1°C

Load current: 1A (resistive load), 0.5A (inductive load)

Ambient temperature: 0~45°C

Shell: ABS flame retardant

Humidity: 5~90% Rh (no condensation)

Dimensions: 85*130*43 mm (W*H*T)

Storage temperature: -10~60°C

Installation hole distance: 60 mm (standard)

Conductor cross-sectional area: 0.5~2.5mm2

Setting temperature range: 10~30°C

Electrical wiring diagram



TE108 series thermostat instructions

TECKA series electric valve technology and instructions

TE108 series TECKA FCU dedicated digital thermostat are suitable for temperature control in 2-tube 
and 4 tube water system or air system. The controller adjusts the working state of the fan coil, 
electric valve and electric ball valve or air valve at the end of the air conditioning system to control 
the indoor temperature according to the comparison of the ambient temperature and the set 
temperature.

TE108 series thermostat adopts microcomputer control technology, large-screen LCD display. The 
LCD display status including working status (cooling, heating, ventilation), fan load, indoor 
temperature, set temperature, etc. The controller buttons including power switch, heating and 
cooling button, air load button, temperature button.

Model and main function instructions
TE108DB2-RL: It is suitable for 2-tube FCU. It controls the electric valves (two-way valves or three-way valves) and three-
load fans. When the temperature reaches the set value,  the electric valves and fans will be auto-off.
TE108FCV2-RL: It is suitable for 4-tube FCU. It controls the cooling/heating electric valve (two-way valve or three-way valve) 
and three-load fans. When the temperature reaches the set value, the electric valves will be auto-off, and the fan continues to 
work.

TE108DB-RL (with remote control): It is suitable for 2-tube FCU. It controls the cooling/heating electric valve (two-way valve 
or three-way valve) and three-load fans. When the temperature reaches the set value, the fans will be auto-off.

TE108FCV2-RL (with remote control): It is suitable for 4-tube FCU. It controls the cooling/heating electric valve (two-way 
valve or three-way valve) and three-load fans. When the temperature reaches the set value, the electric valves will be auto-
off, and the fan continues to work.

Technical index
Temperature sensing element: NTC

Voltage: AC 220V±10%, 50Hz

Temperature control accuracy: ±1°C

Connection terminal:2*1.5mm2 or 1*2.5mm2 wire

Temperature setting: 5~35°C

Display range: 0~50°C

Load current: 2A (resistive load),1A (inductive load)

Ambient temperature: 0~45°C

Shell: PC+ABS flame retardant

Humidity: 5~90% Rh (no condensation)

Dimensions: (W*H*T)

Button: Touch buttons

Installation hole distance: 60 mm (standard)

Self-consumption power: <1W

Protection level: IP30

TECKA series electric valve is mainly used for the on-off of chilled water / hot water in the fan coil system. It controls the 
electric valve motor by the thermostat, and opens or closes the valve through the deceleration device and the return spring to 
achieve the circulation or interception of the medium in the pipeline, then supply the air through the fan coil, to keep the room 
temperature is always in the thermostat setting range.

Technical index
Voltage: AC220V±10%, 50Hz

Power: 6.5W

Nominal pressure: 1.6MPa

Valve control: opening time: ≤18s  
closing time: ≤7s

Working conditions: ambient temperature: 5~40°C        
pipeline water temperature: 5~90°C

FCU installation and maintenance
Please be careful when hoisting the FCU, make sure there are no people under the crane 
and the FCU, the hoisting equipment is sufficient for bearing the FCU, and the FCU four 
lifting points must be fixed and lifted horizontally at the same time. Forbid to use two lifting 
points to prevent personnel injury and equipment damage caused by the tilting of the FCU.

1. The FCU should be handled carefully during handling. It is forbidden to hold the impeller or volute to move the FCU by hand
to avoid the deformation of the impeller and increase the noise and affect the working.
2. The external pipeline must be cleaned before it connects to the inlet and outlet water pipes of the FCU.
3. The connecting water pipe inlet at the bottom and outlet at the top. The water pipe and the FCU water inlet pipe should be
connected with metal hoses. The inlet and outlet pipes should be equipped with valves, which are both insulated.
4. The FCU should be kept level or make the condensate end lower than the other end by 3 ~ 5mm during the installation, to
facilitate the condensate tray drain smoothly.
5. The air pipes and water pipes in the system should be fixed with hooks. The unit shall not bear the weight of external water
pipes and air pipes. There should be enough maintenance space at the FCU installation location.
6. A water filter should be installed at the FCU inlet pipe to prevent dirt from clogging the heat exchanger. Air filters should be
installed at the return air tuyere to prevent dust from blocking the heat exchanger fins to ensure the  heat exchanger efficiency.
7. The FCU power supply is 220V/1ph/50Hz. The wiring is strictly constructed according to the electrical wiring diagram. It is
forbidden to connect the high-load, medium-load, low-load, and zero line wrongly. The FCU shell must be grounded, and the
load current of the three-speed switch should be 1.3 times higher than the FCU rated current.
8. Please turn the wind wheel manually after the FCU is installed, and the power is only allowed to turn on if there is no
mechanical friction. Please also check the wind wheel is in the correct direction.
9. During the first operation, please open the air valve first, and then close the air release valve after the air in the heat
exchanger and the pipeline is exhausted, otherwise, it will affect the heat exchanger efficiency.
10. The chilled water should be ≤5℃ in cooling condition, and the hot water should be ≤70℃ in heating.
11. The heat exchanger should be cleaned regularly to remove ash accumulation on the outside of the pipe and scale inside
the pipe to ensure good heat exchange performance. Regularly clean the dust accumulation on the air filter. It is forbidden to
operate the FCU without a filter.
12. When the FCU is stopped for a long time, the heat exchanger should be filled with water in summer to reduce the corrosion
of the pipeline. In winter, the water in the pipeline must be continuously circulated or antifreeze measures must be taken to
prevent the copper tube of the heat exchanger from breaking.
13. The FCU should be controlled by professionals, and develop operating procedures and maintenance solution.
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